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00｜Introduction
A drastically changing order at worldwide basis, and a world of web now undergoes critical
evolution, we observe.
In the midst of these trends, we question. What can blockchain contribute to us? And what
spotlight is shed on the ongoing industrial evolution?
The answer to these questions can be actually derived with new technologies in looming right
before ours: Innovation of industrial-revolution (1st: hunting society, 2nd: agrarian society, 3rd:
industrial society, (with following if there is) 4th: Information Society) becomes the dawn of a new
era. A new era just begins on the tabletop of ours.

Web3

Web1

Web2

A on e - w ay e ra

A t wo- w ay e ra

A dispe rsion e ra

(1990〜2004)

(2005〜2020)

(2021〜)

〔Illustration of “Web 1 to Web3〕
We dedicate to develop technologies on so-called Web 3.0 based on blockchain, even before we
started up the firm, DART’s Corporation. We predict that a blockchain-based Web 3.0 era quickly
comes on the main street and users naturally go back and forth at the space of metaverse, where
innumerable spaces are activated forthcoming.
Existing Web 3.0, “Web3" has much significance to an antithesis against the oligopoly of data
communication managed by a handful of mega-companies called "Big Tech", this is too much
emphasized even more. We aim to grasp great opportunity of our technology innovation.
In Web 3, everyone focuses on "token economy". It is not only existence value as an alternative of
FIAT (fiat currency, cash/coin) and assets, but it is also indispensable as a new financing and
marketing tools/instruments in the world of the metaverse.
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We observe that FT (Fungible Tokens) has been accepted as an alternative of existing cash/coin.
We are now modelling 3Ts including NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) and RFTs (Re-Fungible Tokens) to
structure a fully-specified token economy (described later).
FT is the first killer application, which emerged as part of blockchain ecosystem, and it immediately
penetrated society with overwhelming benefits of FIAT (fiat currency, cash/coin) with tamperresistance and proven-authenticity of recording value. It is supported by group of people who are
attracted to democratic decision-making that cannot interfere with specific companies or
organizations such as GAFAM, organizations, and even governments.
At the same time, this is one side of the trend that FT has become a motif of economic crime at
transition period until most of people can understand the existence and function of FT in this
society, and we cannot deny the original benefits of FT, to be similar to FIAT (fiat currency,
cash/coins).
Next killer application emerges in the society – it is NFT. It began to be utilized as a technology
which can represent a unique value on digital.
Although gossip (Everydays – The First 5000 Days sold at price of USD 69.34million) attracted social
attention, people immediately became aware of NFT technology and interest of Web3 has
suddenly emerged among such people. And it was also reported in the media that a new era of
Web3 came over. However, people tended to play the buzzword game of NFT. We calmly assessed
the essence of technology and behaviors of NFTs, and we carefully observe how people correctly
recognize its existence value and how people utilize its value.

TOP 3 NFT sales ranking
TOP 1

TOP 2

TOP 3

U S $ 69.34 m m

US$ 5 2 . 7 mm

U S $ 28.9 m m

Beeple「Everydays—

Julian Assange

Beeple

The First 5000 Days」

＆ Pak「clock」

「HUMAN ONE」
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As a result, people utilize current NFT as a “Unique existence proof”. Almost all the opportunities
unitary usages of NFT are limited to “Existence of Ownership”, “Transfer of Ownership” and
“Purchase and sales of Ownership”. so real value of NFT is trivialized at such opportunity. Almost
roles of well-known NFT marketplace (exchange) are currently to manage the transactions re:
“Purchase and sales of Ownership”.
We have made ongoing research and accrued intelligence of blockchain as well as NFT, we
individually define various rights associated with unique NFT and distribute the duplicates of these
rights based on third token, RFT. Then we started up the firm with mission to launch NFT as well as
RFT to the society and to realize the theme that “this is the token economy specified by 3T”.
First of all, we aim to extend as much functionality as possible to review how to model the NFT
structure itself at the designing stage. In the other words, we propose themes directly related to
industry to describe “how to utilize NFT” and “how such market will emerge”.
For example, Japan is one of the strong content powerhouses, we figure out NFT is utilized to
pursue significant affinity with copyright of the subculture contents. As well we offer the
mechanism that creator can directly earn profits with 3T (especially RFT) even in so-called village
society as represents of “Publication”, “Music” and “Entertainment”. We assist creators (original
copyright holders) to issue countless of RFT from unique NFT which creators hold. Creators can
directly earn profit at smart-contract based ecosystem, not through gigantic right protection
organization with several margin cost and expenses for intermediates and brokers.
At finance sector, Web3 soon leads massive changes on fundamental structure. Each country and
its central bankers must have quite different stance and the critical approaches to CBDC (Central
Bank Digital Currency) and government and central bank undertake key initiatives of research,
verification, and circulation regarding CBDC, and both of them have to quickly decide monetary
policy as proven policy. This is difficult question for each country how to handle thesis on potential
conflict

between "centralization" and "decentralization“. We expect policymakers and central

banker of each country to expect to choose specified policy with appropriate fit to Web3, and we
are proud to provide the “Token Economy by 3T" as a social infrastructure for that purpose.
At the same time, we plan to service in the original DART's Wallet that essentially supports the
token economy, and to sublimate the Crypto Wallet, which was previously owned by certain group
of people with high Crypto literacy, into common tools and instruments that can be used by
everyone at once.
We are aware to recovery to be frontier by shortcuts with full use of Web3 and 3T, from being
outclass by Web2.0 technology (era of interactive networks dominated by Big Tech such as GAFAM
since 2004), which you can never miss.
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01｜Executive Summary
"DART's" is a blockchain-based network with functions to define and preserve asset value, and to
share revenue stream of asset-based transactions. And network user can freely utilize such
advanced functions.
Development of crypto assets / blockchain and its markets, and further technological
developments have led to the transfer of asset value as a alternatives of fiat currency and
cash/coins, as well as the definition of asset value, preservation of asset value, and direct profitsharing with asset creators and all the related parties, so-called nth-dimensioned profit-sharing for
the content derivatives.

Currently, the Ethereum blockchain is widely
used as the asset transfer of cryptocurrency
and as fundamental infrastructure of smart
contract to support Web3. On the other
hand, we have to sort out such challenges as
relatively expensive gas fee and volatile price
with dynamics of demand and supply.
DART’s develops and constructs a private
blockchain "DART's Chain (Chain)" compatible
with Ethereum, mainly for the purpose of
issuing and distributing NFTs and RFTs (ReFungible

Tokens)

more

efficiently

and

inexpensively, in order to solve the problems
facing Ethereum.

DART’s Chain is a private blockchain in specializing in minting and managing NFTs with advanced
functions including content protection, RFT issuance and management that allows you to directly
share profits with content creators with nth-dimensioned profit sharing - it is a blockchain with
functions designed for each business model.
In addition, DART's Chain has interconnection (interoperability) with multiple blockchains, including
Ethereum, and it is a cross-chain platform with the core of NFT and RFT issuance and distribution
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A crypto asset, DAR Token (Digital Asset Right Token) is issued, in order to stably operate DART‘s
Chain as a core platform in the NFT and RFT markets.
DAR Token (Digital Asset Right Token) is a crypto asset token used for payment in DART’s ecosystem
and it is also used for profit-sharing with creators and related parties, in developing highlyfunctioned NFT and RFT issuance and distribution.
Profit-sharing from NFT and RFT trades are made though DART’s Vault smart contract, which is
placed in DART’s Chain, and DAR Token (Digital Asset Right Token) Holders can deposit DAR as the
source of profit-sharing to DART’s Vault and can earn incentives, at basis of the outstanding DAR,
to contribute maintenance of ecosystem.
In addition, DAR Token (Digital Asset Right Token) is planned to be gradually exchangeable with fiat
currency on crypto exchanges around the world in to order to pursue efficiency on real society.
DART’s ecosystem provide the convenience of defining asset value, preserving asset value,
preserving copyrights and related/neighboring rights, trading, distribution, sales promotion,
payment, profit-sharing for all the industries, then we aim to contribute the transformation of NFT
and RFT markets.
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02｜About Project
2-1｜NFT Market Demands and Growth
3rd party researcher, CISION

NFT Market Projection

(on right table) estimates NFT
market size and projects the

Market growth factor ②

Market growth factor ①

market growth from 2021 to

Original projection (CISION data)

2026 with increase by
US$142.76bn (robust growth

（USD bn）

at CAGR of 35.27%) with

1000

demand increase for digital
arts.

(2021-2026) US$

893.6 bn g r o w t h

800

NFT market has not withstand

600

rough seas since May 2022
and average transaction

400

volume has decreased
significantly, but NFT

200

exchange platforms have
technology innovation such as

0

significant fee reduction of

2021

Ethereum gas. But technology
Innovation constantly

2023

2024

2025

2026

* Market growth factor① cross-trade among multi-marketplace and issuance
of NFT with nth-dimensioned profit-sharing

emerges – technology

* Market growth factor② RFT issuance and trade, NFT-Stocks based financial
trades and ID utilization for generic use

innovation never and ever
ceases.

2022

〔 Figure1: projected based on "CISION: Non-Fungible Token (NFT) Market Size" 〕

We observe current NFT market growth has heavy skewness of certain NFT dealers and NFT
marketplace to mint and trade Digital-art related NFTs. So we project additional two factors of NFT
market growth by US$893.61bn from 2021 to 2026, ① to cross-trade among multiple NFT
marketplace and trade highly functioned NFT with nth-dimensioned profit sharing with creators and
all the related parties (Market growth factor ①) and ② to mint and trade RFT, adopt the functions of
DART’s-Stocks to financial transaction and utilize identification (ID) with highly-functioned NFT for
generic use (Market growth factor ②).
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Coca-Cola NFT Auction
fetches more than $575,000
Coca-Cola’s foray into the fast-growing metaverse
was a big hit with fans and the crypto community,
with the brand’s first-ever NFT (Non-Fungible Token)
collectibles garnering a winning bid of $575,883.61
in an online auction.

NIKE buys NFT fashion
collectible startup RTFKT
Nike Inc announced it acquired NFT startup RTFKT
Studios for an undisclosed sum. In May, the startup
raised an $8 million seed round led by Andreessen
Horowitz at a $33.3 million valuation. It’s perhaps
best known for three sneaker NFTs that sold for
more than $3 million back in March, shortly after
Christie’s record Beeple NFT sale.

NBA Top Shot Surpasses
$1 Billion in All-Time Sales
NBA Top Shot has played an invaluable role in the
NFT space since its July 2019 launch, reaching a
total sales volume of $1 billion, according to
Be[In]Crypto research. NBA Top Shot allows
digital collectibles lovers to buy, collect, and sell
NBA NFTs that showcase some of the influential
moments minted on the blockchain of Flow.
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2-2｜ DART’s Project
Users makes transactions within DART's NFT-Market which are priced at Currency Basket Index (CBI)
described later, in denominated in fiat currency, and Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) crypto assets,
as well as DAR (You can settle using DART).

for Commission / Fee for NFT Minting
002 Payment
NFT発⾏に係る対価の決済
Pay minting commission and fee with DAR Token for highly functioned NFT to serve
content protection and nth-dimensioned profit-sharing within DART’s NFT-Market.

Payment for NFT Trade
Pay commission and fee for settlement of NFT trade with DAR Token within DARTʼs
NFT-Market.

Profit-sharing on NFT Trade
Pay profit shared with smart contract of nth-dimensioned profit-sharing function within
DARTʼs Chain. Smart contract of “nth-dimensioned profit-sharing” can make profitshared within a single NFT marketplace as well as across multiple marketplaces.

Trades in DART's NFT-Market are priced based on CBI, and fiat currencies, in addition to BTC, ETH,
and DAR (DART) tokens for payment. DAR (DART) is utilized for payment and profit-sharing across
multiple NFT marketplaces.
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03｜Challenge and Solutions
3-1｜NFT Market Challenge
As media report, “little kids sold NFTs at thousands of US dollars”. We can create NFT contents in bycoincidental fun play and games rather than team-creation of well-organized group in established
companies. Nevertheless, even individuals have to make up NFT content to protect their copyrights
and profit/revenues on transaction.
Of course, this has to make it as commercial activities with consistency and sustainability. Creators
and related parties need copyright management, content protection and marketing promotion,
influencer-network, content-formation, settlement, debt collection and profit-sharing under wellorganized management.

3-1.1｜ What NFT made it and henceforth NFT challenges

So far

•

Proof of value existence

•

Preservation of value tampering

•

Proof of ownership transfer

•

Proof of ownership sales and distribution

•

Ownership claims of unveiled value

•

Preservation of fact denial

•

Traceability of value distribution

•

Guaranty of originality re: content and products

•

Preservation of duplication, counterfeiting and impersonation re:
content and products

Challenges

•

Control of inspection right re: digital content

•

Protection and automatic exercise of copyrights and neighboring rights

•

Automatic profit-sharing on payment of rights, payment of services, all
the payment for gifts and respect

•

Automatic nth-dimensioned profit-sharing for content trade

DART’s White Paper 2.5
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3-2｜ DART’s Solution
DART’s aims to create sustainable NFT business, so DART’s NFT-Market aims to provide solutions
addressed to these challenges, and to contribute to set up meaningful environment which is utilized
easily, safely and securely for regardless of large and small organizations
NFT provides existing services and capability to users and related group so far and there are critical
challenges we have to immediately solve for NFT business as previously mentioned. We solve each
challenges in DART’s ecosystem and we focus on education to users and related people re: real NFT.
Creators as well as so many related people are involved in the process to create unique NFT content
to share profit with all related people. As result, NFT content becomes more valuable and more
people prefers for such value-added NFT content.
DART’s provide with combination of services not only what NFT has ever done, but also what NFT can
do through DART’s ecosystem before never did.

3-3｜ DART’s Token Ecosystem – Overview
We correctly capture and analyze various misunderstanding problems of current bubble NFT and NFT
market, and we aim to provide solution to address each problem by ingenuity in both technology and
operation.
As solution to these problems, we issue utility token, DAR (Digital Asset Right Token, DART), and in
order to assist the token distribution among users, we set up DARTʼs Chain to provide services and
functions including NFT production, copyright management, content protection, sales, influence,
payment at DARTʼs NFT-Market, nth-dimensioned trade and profit-sharing to users. We develop and
provide DARTʼs Wallet in integrating these services and functions. Users can utilize applications in
integrating interfaces including DARTʼs Wallet at Account (described later).
Each NFT Marketplace currently provides profit-sharing service within its own marketplace. So with
DAR Token with DARTʼs Chain with nth-dimensioned profit-sharing service, we can provide profitsharing service to users among multiple NFT Marketplaces. We aim to evolute NFT market structure
to share profit of multi-layer trades across over multiple marketplaces.
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ACCOUNT
Wallet
Functions

Crypto Asset
Management

Metaverse

NFT Viewer

NFT-Market
• Listing
• Sales

NFT-Authoring

• Settlement
• Auction
• Promotion
• Influence
• Over-counter trade

•
•

ERC721
ERC1155

•

Content Protection

•

Access Control

•

Copyright Management

NFT-Games
•

Nude Parameters

•

World Parameters

•

NFT-Games Manipulator

NFT-Stocks
•

NFT Securitization

•

NFT-Stock Trade

•

Bill Proposal

•

Bill Voting

DART’s Chain
Nth-dimensioned Trade

Nth-dimensioned

Highly-functioned

Sharing

Profit-sharing
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04｜ Overview of Project
DART’s implements advanced applications in DART's Chain.

4-1｜Account
Interfaces to manage and browse personal information and properties of users and their
integrated application are called “Account”.

Account
DART’s

DART’s

Wallet

Vault

DART’s

DART’s

NFT-Player

Metaverse

〔 Illustration: Account 〕

4-1.1｜ DART’s Wallet
DART’s Wallet displays outstanding of commodity cryptocurrency (BTC, ETH, etc.) and DAR Token
(DART) and conducts transactions to address of blockchains to be distributed at each and enable
post(transfer).
As utility token mechanism, DART’s Wallet displays exchange rate of each fiat currency against each
cryptocurrency as well as CBI rate (described later), and address the receiver of crypto transfer and
payment by QR code.

0 23
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4-1.2｜DART’s Vault
Sourced tokens must be sufficiently stored not to run out at all the time, it is
controlled by a smart contract, named as “DART’s Vault”.

Ongoing source

Payment currency
Settlement/payment

JPY

Profit

DAR spot
receipt

Crypto currency transfer

NFT TradeProfit

BTC

ETH

DAR

DART’s periodically reserves sufficient
level of DAR for profit-sharing

Original source

Crypto Asset
Exchange

Subservient source

DART’s Vault
Smart-contract

DAR Deposit
Deposit

DART’s deposit DAR, original source as
initial original source for profit-sharing

DAR Withdrawal

Withdraw
DAR Token
Holders

Deposit

DAR Token holders deposit/withdraw
DAR freely at DART’s Vault

〔Illustration: DART’s Vault〕
Account provides so-called “DART’s Vault”, a smart contract with origin sources sufficiently reserved
for profit-sharing
Ecosystem cycle is accelerated in depositing DART Token after exchanging fiat and other crypto
currency (as settlement for NFT trade) to DAR Token at crypto exchange.
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As part of economic engine, boost up DARTʼs ecosystem as “subservient source” in depositing DAR
Token to DARTʼs Vault from DAR Token holders.
Here “subservient source” is called, it will be positioned as core part of the outstanding of DARTʼs
Vault as DARTʼs ecosystem is stabilized.

DART’s Vault is performed as role of
bank at DART’s ecosystem.
Deposited DAR Token to DART’s
Vault is called as Stake for incentive
(SFI),and the outstanding, the net
position of “Deposited DAR to
DART’s Vault” minus “Withdrawn
DAR from DART’s Vault”, which is
called as Stake for Incentive Position
(SFIP).
DAR Token holders receive the
airdropped tokens at pro-rata basis
of SFIP, and incentive to be
equivalent to 1% of NFT tradevolume at DART’s NFT-Market.

Airdrop of DAR Token will be over after 6 years and 10 months after completion of token sales at
crypto-exchanges. NFT markets become sophisticated and matured at that time, and stable revenue
streams are expected at NFT markets. So SFI is attractive for DAR Token holders to hold the interest
of continuously receive the operating revenue and it is one of merits which DAR Token holders
deposit to DARTʼs Vault.

DART’s White Paper 2.5
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4-1.3｜ DART’s NFT-Player

DARTʼs NFT-Player is NFT compatible media player. This media player is compatible for NFT
metadata compliant with each standard of Ethereum ERC721, ERC1155, regardless of any
blockchain.
This media player is also compatible for display of NFT thumbnail, detail description of NFT,
acquisition and playback of NFT entities, extended metadata of DARTʼs NFT-market and external
NFT marketplace.
Its extended functions include decompression of compressed data, decode of encrypted data, key
acquisition for decode, collection of fragmented data, acquisition of access control rights,
connection to platform to acquire these informed data.
In addition, media types and formats are supported for text, image (raster, vector), audio, video, 3D,
various forms of gaming application.
A platform of DARTʼs NFT-Player provides Web browser (HTML5) as well as VR Glass (DARTʼs
Metaverse Glass, described later). SDK of DARTʼs NFT Player will be made open-sourced in the
future.

0 26
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4-1.4｜ DART’s Metaverse

DARTʼs Metaverse is a metaverse space with composed parts of NFT compatible media player,
DARTʼs NFT-Player. Users should be immersed to play the device named as DARTʼs Metaverse
Glass.

DARTʼs metaverse concept is to “virtually create
another life”.
It means construct society with economic
activities and transactions. So for the purpose,
build up mechanism to assist users to conduct
commercial activities and advanced financial
transactions, to be essentially required.
〔 Illustration: DART’s Metaverse Glass 〕
Financial transactions in DARTʼs Metaverse are optimized with advanced usage of blockchain,
smart-contract to conduct automatic profit-sharing based on logistics and facts and to facilitate
the transaction-financing with actual trades. Monetization is made less friction in DARTʼs
Metaverse, compared with actual society.
In addition, users can bring it out to actual society re: profit earned in DARTʼs Metaverse. That is to
say, residents of DARTʼs Metaverse obtain economic fundamentals, revenue stream alongside with
actual society.
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4-2｜NFT-Authoring
NFT-Authoring constructs the utilities that produce the NFT compliant with each standard of
Ethereum ERC721 and ERC1155, or the highly-functioned NFT.
DART's NFT conform to the ERC 721 (NFT standard) and ERC 1155 (multi NFT standard), and utilize
metadata to add and extend various behaviors (such as access control, content protection, loyalty
programs with EIP-2981 as an interface).

4-2.1｜ DART’s NFT-Protection
As one of characteristics of DARTʼs NFT, technology of content protection constructs copyright
protection and access control for viewing rights. DARTʼs NFT-Protections is called as basic
technologies of access control to NFT. DARTʼs NFT-Protection has functionality to register metadata
of the following elements in the process of setup and implementation, constructs more multiplesteps than normal purpose and goal. For example, we can create NFT for limited group of people
to disclose the information.

Meta information constructs NFT - Tokenized contents by DART’s
1.
2.
3.
4.

Content name
Content description
① コンテンツの名称
Content thumbnail – reference URL
② コンテンツの説明
Content
–ネ
reference
③
コ ン テscheme
ンツサム
イ ル の 参URL
照URL
④ コンテンツ実体のスキーマを参照するURL
•
•
•
•
•
•

コンテンツに付与される拡張属性を⽰したURL
• Content contributed URL
コンテンツのパブリッシャーに関する情報
• Content publisher – related information
パブリッシャーの名称
• Publisher name
パブリッシャーのコメント
• ブ
Publisher
comment
パ
リッシャ
ーが許容する当該コンテンツの取扱情報
• ン
Publisher
approved
content
コ
テンツの
振る舞い
に 関 すrelated
る 情 報information

-コン
ンツ電
⼦透かし
に関する情報
• テ
Content
contribution
information
-コン
テ
ン
ツ
圧
縮
に
関
す
る情
報
• Content electric watermark
information
-コン
ンツア
ク セ ス 権information
に関する情報
• テ
Content
compression
• テ
Content
access
information
-コン
ンツ暗
号化
に関する情報
• テ
Content
encryption
-コン
ンツの
収 益 分information
配に関する情報
•

Content profit-sharing information

• コンテンツの収益分配プログラムに関する情報
•

Content profit-sharing program information

DART’s White Paper 2.5
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4-2.2｜ DART’s NFT-Social Graphs
DART's NFT-Social Graphs are the information to set up for access control of DART's NFTProtection (previously described), they are the key techniques for determining the audience which
authorization to be granted.
This is the source information for the access control to NFT constructing social-relation modelling
of NFT users. Social-relation modelling is initially only for DARTʼs users, then as URI protocolling for
URI specification, compatible for correspondence to other ser repositories.
Objectives of applying access control is divided into two types; “Listing access" and “Object access".

Listing access is a setup of
access rights suitable for types
content that are enumerated
and displayed as user
information and content
thumbnail.
Listing access is effective for
enumerated content because it
permits for quick authority
determination by referring to
simple DART's NFT-Social
Graphs, compared to Object
access (described later).

On the other hand, Object access requires deeper analysis of relation-model of DART's NFT-Social
Graphs to determine authority, therefore its nature is suitable for setting access rights for NFT
content alone.
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4-3｜DART’s NFT-Minting
NFT minted with DART's does not charge any costs at the stage of NFT listing as well as selling /
auctioning, and below costs are charged up when NFT sale and auction are executed.

NFT Preparation
/ Listing

Sales Auction

NFT sales
execution

1. Auction execution commission
2. Affiliate setup cost (option)
3. Content protection fee (option)
4. Deployment fee to specified blockchain (incl. gas fee)

〔 Illustration: DART’s NFT-Minting 〕

DART’s NFT-Minting adopts lazy minting method. DART’s are available sequentially to support the
deployment for blockchains as follows:

① DART’s Chain（Ethereum-based, GoQuorum blockchain)
② Ethereum（original chain）
③ Polygon（layer-2 chain on Ethereum）
④ BSC（Ethereum-based）
⑤ Solana（Independent blockchain）

DART’s White Paper 2.5
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4-4｜DART’s NFT-Market
Payments at NFT-Market are compatible with crypto assets such as BTC, ETH, and DAR (DART), as
well as fiat currencies such as USD, EUR, and JPY.
And most distinctive profit-sharing function DART's is denominated in DAR (DART) with Ethereumcompatible sidechains built to alleviate congestion in the layer-1 of Ethereum and avoid gas fee
spikes.

4-4.1｜Currency Basket Index
In general, currency serves as “a measure of value“. As crypto currency depends on a specific fiat
currency as a so-called ”stable coin”, monetary authorities hold discretionary power of value
adjustment with strongly reflecting speculation, public affairs, economy of entire country. When
designing the currency for payment and commodity pricing in ecosystem that advocates global
distribution flow, “exchange rate /price of payment currency should not be linked to a specific fiat
currency in the ecosystem”. In fact, foreign exchange rates are greatly influenced by fundamentals,
and there are often moments that foreign exchange market have gone too far, especially in the
emergency event.
There should be separation between two functions between indication setting of commodity price
and payment instrument for billing and settlement. DARTʼs introduced a price indication called the
"Currency Basket Index" (CBI) in DART's Chain. To eliminate extreme volatile commodity price, DAR
Token and other crypto assets as payment currency are separate from CBI indication.
Currency backet of G3 currency among hard currencies with high liquidity defined with 1 unit of US
Dollar, 1 unit of Euro and 100 units of Japanese Yen.

CBI = (1 USD + 1 EUR + 100 JPY) / 3
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STEP

1

Refer to rates of pair currency trades based on US Dollar
(EUR/USD and USD/JPY)

Refer to MID rate as summed up of each bid and ask of each pair currency

STEP

2

trade and divided by 2 (without spread rate)

EUR/USD MID = ( EUR/USD BID + EUR/USD ASK ) / 2
USD/JPY MID = ( USD/JPY BID + USD/JPY ASK ) / 2

STEP

3

Calculate the cross rate of EUR/JPY MID from above MID rates

EUR/JPY MID = EUR/USD MID × USD/JPY MID

Define exchange rate as reciprocal of above pair currency rates

STEP

4

USD/EUR MID = 1 / (EUR/USD MID)
JPY/USD MID = 1 / (USD/JPY MID)
JPY/EUR MID = 1 / (EUR/JPY MID)

STEP

5

Construct CBI (Currency Basket Index) to be calculated as above
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4-4.2｜ Currency Exchange

How to calculate 1 CBI from each currency rate?
【USD Denominated】
CBI/USD MID
= ( 1 USD + 1 ×(EUR/USD MID) + 100 × (JPY/USD MID) ) / 3
【EUR Denominated】
CBI/EUR MID
= ( 1 × (USD/EUR MID) + 1 EUR + 100 × (JPY/EUR MID) ) / 3

【JPY Denominated】
CBI/JPY MID
= ( 1 × (USD/JPY MID) + 1 × (EUR/JPY MID) + 100 JPY ) / 3

Ex1

How to calculate 1 USD on CBI denominated?
USD/CBI MID = 1 / (CBI/USD MID)

Ex2

How to calculate 1 EUR on CBI denominated?
EUR/CBI MID = 1 / (CBI/EUR MID)

Ex3

How to calculate JPY on CBI denominated?
JPY/CBI MID = 1 / (CBI/JPY MID)

With above calculation, possibly exchange rates without fluctuated impact of the spread.
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4-4.3｜ DART’s NFT-Market: Commodity Pricing

Users tend to earn earnings denominated in their home fiat currency.
Currency Basket Index (CBI) indicates less volatility against fiat currencies in NFT-Markets. CBI is
calculated indicator, not token (payment token).
Payment is made on DAR(DART) market price based on CBI-denominated price.
DAR(DART) are transferred to address of smart-contract for profit-sharing. User can receive
profit/earnings with less volatility impact against fiat currency.
Users have discretion to exchange DAR(DART) into specific fiat currency and to hold DAR(DART).
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4-5｜NFT-Stocks
NFT-Stocks are NFT-securitized tokens. We observe several implementations of NFT securitization
process have been already attempted around the world. DART’s modelling emphasizes “Value
representing system-independent as independent asset”

Publisher

Securitization Contract

Bill Proposal
Contract

Digital Content

Bill Voting
Contract
Physical Asset (arts)

N FT

N FTStoc ks

Physical Asset (arts, etc.)
Storage Certificate (SKR)

NFT Voting
Token

〔 Illustration: DARTʼs NFT-Stocks 〕
Securitization of entity NFT is made with discretion of 100% shareholders. All the first is to decide
how many ownerships one NFT is divided then to post securitized contract to transaction and
authorize securitized NFT after approval on blockchain.
Securitized NFT is binding by securitized contract and is tradable at exchange. NFT value is at markto-market and it is evaluated as “Value of NFT Stocks per share” x “Number of NFT Stocks issued
share”. Issued Stock is transferable through trade and transfer, NFT-Stocks shareholders are given
the bill-proposal rights (to determine how to handle NFT) at bill-proposal contract. Number of the
bill-proposal rights depends on whether shareholders hold certain shares during certain period or
not.
Example of Bill: “Would like to open Gallery XYZ with charge
Bill is proposed, then one unit of voting rights (one unit is previously defined) is allocated to votingcontract (voting to “affirmative (for)”, ”negative (against)”, “neutral” or “abstention(no answer)”) with
valid period. Bill proposals become valid with a quorum if more than 1/3 of the shareholder votes
(including “neutral” and “abstention” votes) are received, and its proposals are invalid if less than 1/3
votes. If bills are passed as determination with majority of “affirmative” votes from validated votes,
this determination is approved as NFT treatment.
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4-6｜NFT-Games
4-6.1｜Nude Parameters
Nude Parameters are NFT tokenized as basicshared parameters given to characters active
on any NFT-Games or Metaverse. Nude
Parameters are the basic data that
determines the personality of characters on
NFT-Games and Metaverse, and can be
traded as NFTs.
For example, Nude Parameters are utilized
at Gaming. Nude Parameters are contributed
to form the basic personality. Nude
Parameters are mixed with unique
parameters named as Game Parameters, to
form World Parameters. World Parameters
are defined as below.

① World Parameters = Game Parameters
Gaming-specified parameters are defined as World Parameters

② World Parameters = Nude Parameters x Game Parameters
Mixture of Nude Parameters and Gaming-specified parameters are
defined as World Parameters

③ World Parameters = Nude Parameters
Nude Parameters is merely defined as World parameters.

④ World Parameters(e) = Nude Parameters(e)
Nude Parameters is merely defined as World Parameters
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Nude Parameters have basic information as numeric-variable data.

Nude Parameters basic information
Intelligence

Physicality

knowledge, experience, informationgathering, information-processing,

mass, speed, strength, density,
hardness, heat resistance,

language, calculation, observation,
comparison, consideration, inquiry,

cold resistance

お

お

reasoning, creativity, composition,
breakthrough

Reliability

Characteristics

accuracy, precision, stability, durability,
punctuality

harshness, kindness, purity,
cheerfulness, activeness, freedom,

お

お

responsibility, logic, sensitivity,
planning, compromise, cooperation,
adaptability, compassion

Personal Symmetry

Spirit

Idealism ⇔ realism / active ⇔ passive
/ rational ⇔ Instinctive / introverted

mental, concentration, database,
continuity, centripetal, magic,

お

⇔ sociable
passive ⇔ active / selfish ⇔ altruistic

spiritual

お

healthy ⇔ morbid

As above figure, Nude Parameters value mainly associates basic components to form personality
of characters, and it does not depend on certain games. Specific parameters of each game should
be defined on Game Parameter. Variable ranges (displayed values) are 0.00 to 100.00 (normal
range), -50.00 to +50.00 (symmetrical range), when issuing NFT, Curtailment lower limit and
enlargement upper limit of each variable value are set up.
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Personal character value is variable with growth change, depending on score or result in playing
NFT-Game, at that time, DAR (DART) is consumed. At this time, number of DAR (DART) changes by
the function with weighted-adjustment to make it wider if wide range. If Value gets close to
curtailment lower limit or enlargement upper limit, variance range become tighten.
Therefore, number of DAR (DART) should change with increment of total charges from basic-charge
fee of NFT rewriting and adjustment value (previously mentioned).
The reason why users need crypto asset token to rewrite Nude Parameters, is to charge a) approval
fee on blockchain network in order to change data to be stored and referred in blockchain, b)
operational fee to operate this system, and c) economically-unreasonable penalty against cheating
action.

4-6.2｜Nude Parameters Recording
In general, the original content of NFT is placed to store the data with distributed management by
CID Based on Hash-value of file called IPFS (Inter Planetary File System).
As characteristics, CID of content placed in IPFS changes if it is updated by one bit, so it is not good
to secure asset with every update as Nude Parameters even though it is a good practice that asset
be capitalized in specifying original content. When capitalized (in other words, NFT Tokenized)
updatable contents, DART’s NFT provides solution with IPFS as well the as distribution-naming
system named as IPNS (Inter Planetary Name Systems).
Hash-value of public key regarding the node that content is placed, does not change as long as its
key-pair does not change. So updated content is linked to public key of applicable node then create
CID at naming basis with specific conversion rules, then the access with that CID is set up.
This method is versatile and it is utilized not only for Nude Parameters but also for NFT-Stocks
holders’ information and profit-sharing applicant list. There is no restriction on World Parameters
recording. Generally, it is expected to be recorded at local database within each game.
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4-4.3｜ Gacha System (Lottery System)
In DART’s, producers set up series of multiple NFTs when NFT is developed, so it is possible to
implement a gacha system (lottery system) as social game where users can obtain random of NFTs
at each purchase.

Users

Auction at
purchase cost

Randomly
raffled

Contribute won item

If you win some of targeted NFTs, you can add charm by creating a separate event page such as
giving gifts as souvenirs.

Targeted NFT Complete

Event Page

Users

Contribute complete items

In applying such methods, for example, at promotion by travel agencies and local governments,
travel agencies and local governments can contribute special items to specific people who
participate local tour or go around certain tour in purchase NFT.
In addition, in the case of NFT tokenized for celebrities, invitation to one-to-one meetings and live
calls is offered as benefits for collecting targeted NFTs.
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05 ｜Technical specifications
5-1｜DAR Token – Design Overview
DAR(DART) is utilized as payment at crypto-asset exchange against other crypto assets and fiat
currencies, at the freely tradable market after IEO.

Symbol and Unit

DAR

Blockchain

ERC20

Number of Decimal Places

18 Digits

Currency Type

Utility Token

Number of Total
Token Issuance

120, 000, 000, 000 Token

Contract Address*

0x1Db11E86fa9b9A87813A4DD3F747EEf12Ed55a55

* Audited Contract Address was replaced as of August 23, 2022.
In the smart contract that performs automatic profit-sharing, DAR (DART) is set as the basic token,
and automatic profit-sharing is denominated in DAR (DART).
At that time, DAR (DART) is expected to face high volatility against fiat currencies as the fate of
crypto-asset characteristics. Within the NFT-Market, we aim to protect the eligibility as a payment
(profit-sharing) currency by introducing the following measures to eliminate this volatility.

5-1.1｜Main Usage
DAR(DART) is mainly utilized for remittance, settlement, payment of usage fees for multiple
platforms, payment and receipt of traded NFTs, transaction of NFT-Stocks, profit-sharing with NFT
authors, related rights holders, investors, producers, and others (see 2-2 previously described for
Projects).
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5-1.2｜Issuance
As distribution platform, we use a sidechain system that connects public blockchain and the
consortium blockchain in the 2WayPeg method.

S TEP

1

S TEP

2

DAR is issued as crypto asset compliant ERC20 on public blockchain
(Ethereum)

By binding assets to specific address on public blockchain, issue equivalent
number of crypto-assets on consortium blockchain (GoQuorum) compliant
Ethereum to those binding assets, then utilize these crypto-assets at daily
transaction (submittance, settlement, profit-sharing, etc.).

S TEP

3

Send crypto assets to special address (Burn Address) on consortium
blockchain and burn these crypto assets and release the binding assets on
public blockchain in process of “Step 2“.

5-1.3｜Other Rights to be Contributed for Holders by Issuer
Once all IEO and token sales (described later at “06 About DAR”) are made complete, DAR(DART) is
exchangeable to other crypto assets and fiat currencies, at the freely tradable market. Over 60,000
hours (approximately 6 years and 6 months) 1,000,000 DAR per hour will be airdropped after DAR
(DART) gets exchangeable at freely-tradable market. There is no specific rights after the airdrop is
made complete.

5-1.4｜Electronic Information Processing Organization Form,
which Records Value Exchange /Holding Information
Issuance, cross-border transactions at the market, value exchanges related to asset binding for
daily market transactions, and holding records are made according to the consensus on the public
blockchain (Ethereum) with an unspecified majority of participants.
On the other hand, value exchange and holding records related to daily market transactions are
made complete on consortium blockchain (GoQuorum) compliant Ethereum, and the electronic
information processing is made with consensus of majority of transaction-approver consortium.
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5-1.5｜Disclosure/non-disclosure re: Possession and
Transfer Records of Representatives
Possession and transfer records of DART (DAR) are recorded on two types of blockchains that are
assigned roles according to the purpose of 2WayPeg, to determine whether such records are
disclosed or non-disclosed. First issuance, cross-border trade between blockchains, and Defi are
made on public blockchain, then alle the possession and transfer recording are disclosed.
On the other hand, daily market transaction including payment and profit-sharing are made on
consortium blockchain, and individual trades are P2P encrypted by private manager and trade
contents are keep confidential as trade secret. Encrypted trade contents are decrypted by the
nodes involved in trade approval. However, trade existence itself cannot be concealed.

5-1.6｜Confidentiality of Possession/Transfer Records
Due to the trade characteristics (issuance, cross-border market liquidity) on public blockchain, there
is no confidentiality regarding possession and transfer records. Re: trades (daily market liquidity) on
consortium blockchain, clients (who want to trade) can create private transactions (concealed
transactions) and post to network, these transactions are controlled by privacy manager and these
transaction contents are utilized after encrypted by transaction approver.
Since confidential trades posted to consortium blockchain are recorded confidentially. Users other
than trade parties cannot recognize the contents. Consortium blockchain is permissioned
blockchain, so it is possible to disclose part of the trade content with the authority to be assigned to
audit and supervise trades.

5-1.7｜Verification of User Authenticity
On consortium blockchain, it is possible to link with GoQuorum-based decentralized KYC
infrastructure. Within this consortium, it is possible to place multiple authorized identity verification
agencies, and to link users’ address with their identity information.
Therefore, authenticity of identity verification is guaranteed with operations performed by identity
verification agency. KYC information is recorded through privacy manager in utilizing private
transactions (confidential transactions), so it is impossible for general users to view the records.
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5-1.8｜ Trustworthiness of Price Transfer Records
IBFT (Istanbul Byzantine Fault Tolerance) is used as a consensus building algorithm. In IBFT, every
time a block is generated, one proposer node is selected from among known nodes participating in
the network in round-robin scheduling, and the remaining three or more are assigned as validator
nodes.
Then, the proposer node retrieves the unprocessed transaction from the memory pool and
proposes the constructed block on the network, and the validity is verified by three or more
validator nodes, and each validator node The evaluation is signed-voted.
For rounds in which a majority agrees on a block proposed by a proposer node, the block will be
finalized when 2/3 or more of the validator nodes' signatures are gathered. Blocks thus determined
do not branch in this algorithm. In other words, unlike other probabilistic consensus-building
algorithms, the record of value transfer is deterministic and consistent, with no subsequent
subversion of consensus.
In addition, in order to tamper with confirmed block in such ways, it is necessary to recognize the
secret keys of all valid voting nodes in addition to the difficulty of maintaining the integrity of the
Merkle tree structure, so it is extremely resistant to tampering.
Since this consensus building algorithm has Byzantine resistance, among the “3f +1” nodes, even if
the nodes up to the Byzantine failure resistance coefficient “f” can fail, stop, or have malicious intent,
network continues to function correctly.

5-1.9｜Related to Creditworthiness of Issued Crypto-assets
Since the crypto-assets do not have assets-backed their value, there is no organization which has
the obligation to manage backed assets.
Therefore, its credibility depends on the robustness of the encryption technology and value
recording storage format based on the blockchain technology that hosts the crypto-assets, the
mathematical validity of the consensus-building algorithm, and it depends on the rationality of the
service allocation imposed on the node on such blockchain.
First, the cryptographic technology in this case is based on elliptic curve cryptography, which is a
type of public key cryptography. This cryptosystem is based on the difficulty of the discrete
logarithm problem on an elliptic curve at equivalent or more than level of its security, even
compared with RSA cryptosystem, representative public key cryptography.
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5-2｜DART’s Chain
A major feature of DART's NFT is an advanced level called "nth-dimensioned profit-sharing
contract" that enables hierarchical profit-sharing based on the rights and the profit-sharing
structure defined in the NFT metadata based on DART's Chain. "n-dimensioned profit-sharing
contract" has a monetization support system.
This system is an extended profit-sharing contract with an interface compliant with EIP-2981: NFT
Royalty Standard, and it can be run in conjunction with NFTs compliant with ERC721 and ERC1155.
All profit-sharing based on this contract, including fee payment, is paid in DAR (DART).
DART's Chain is built as a sidechain compatible Ethereum in order to alleviate congestion on the
Ethereum 1st layer and avoid the problem of rising gas fee, and realize advanced profit-sharing,
but its main usage is daily remittance and settlement in trades within the ecosystem. Among them,
it plays an important role of executing smart contracts to automatically share profits within the
ecosystem, where we observe a large number of trades.

5-2.1｜Solution Provider
In UGC (User Generated Content), it is possible to identify the original content by ID, and the profit
paid for the n-dimensioned production that has been derived from the origin content over many
generations is automatically shared as hierarchically determined.

Profit sharing ❸
Profit sharing ❷
Profit sharing ❶

1st derivative
content

2st derivative
content

3st derivative
content

4st derivative
content
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5-2.2｜ DART’s Royalty Contract
DART's Royalty Contract is a smart contract that shares profits to related parties when payments
are made in DAR (DART).
In placing the contract on DART’s Chain, it is an Ethereum-compatible program to avoid gas fee
hikes (it does not mean that you do not have to pay gas fee at all).
Gas is essentially necessary for smart contracts on Ethereum-compatible blockchains because it is
important to play it as role of circuit breaker to prevent runaway, and in order for DART's Royalty
Contract to work, gas fee is charged as a dummy ETH on DART's Chain.
Dummy ETH is managed in advance by a delegate account, and gas is automatically supplied from
this account when DART's Royalty Contract is called (delegate call). Gas makes flow to the validator
accounts that provide the resources to run the contracts, but there is a mechanism to
automatically collect and maintain gas fee spent on the contracts.

5-2.3 ｜DART’s Revenue Graphs
DART’s Revenue Graphs is a schema that defines the profit-sharing in the aforementioned DART’s
Royalty Contract. This schema is defined in SON format and invoked as a loyalty program with an
EIP-2981 compliant interface.
DART’s Revenue Graphs provide capability to Identify the original content by ID, and not only the
profit-sharing of that content, but also the compensation (copyright rights (including but not
limited to dividends), it is possible to trace back to the original contents and describe a structure
for automatically sharing profits as hierarchically determined.
It is structured as a chain, and it is possible to share the profits which are derived from nderivative contents, here is an example of profit sharing.
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Lyricist | 800

Staff A | 100

Staff B | 100

Lyricist | 400

Staff A | 100

Staff B | 100

Lyricist | 250

Composer | 250

Arranger | 250

Staff A | 150

Staff B | 100

Lyricist | 200

Composer | 200

Arranger | 200

Band | 200

Staff A | 100

Staff B| 100

0xwh…16we
Original
Content

0xwh…16we
Composer | 400

2 Derivative
Content

0xew…61r6
3 Derivative
Content

0xsj…36ua
4 Derivative
Content

This mechanism, profit-sharing of derivative products, is applied for not only sales of final products,
but also workflow of production process.
For example, it works through flow as lyrics ⇒ composition ⇒ arrangement ⇒ performance, ndimensioned profit-sharing can be monetized in any phase of creative production flow.
Not only directly related parties (content copyright holders, creators etc.) but also parties (which
promote and inspire contents) share profits of content production and promotion as respect
expression, gratitude expression, charity etc. profit-sharing mechanism is freely setup to
contribute all the related parties.
In addition, profits are shared with investors such as NFT content production committee, and it is
also connected to subsystem to pay dividends for content ownership.
Profits can be also shared with profit receivers, without any exclusion, external parties such as
existing right management organization.
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06｜DAR
6-1｜ First Token Sales

Token Name

DART’s Token

Issuer

DART’s Corporation

Ticker Name

DAR

Token Standard

ERC 20
(Cross chain to DART’s Chain)

Legal Background

Revised Fund Settlement Act
Article 2, Paragraph 5, item 1
No.1 Crypto Asset

Number of Total Token
Issuance

1 2 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 Token

Number of First Issuance

3 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 Token

Number of IEO Sales

1 8 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 Token
(60% of First Issuance)

Sales

IEO Sales
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6-2｜Token Allocation after First Token Sales
It represents percentage for 100% of Total Token Issuance

15 %

First IEO Sales / Investor Holding

5%

DART’s Corporation Holding (Vault - Initial Holding)

5%

Founder Directors Holding

75 %

Not Issued

First IEO Sales / Investor Holding

DART’s CORPORATION
holding (Vault - Initial Holding)

Not Issued

75 %

15 %
5%
Token Allocation
after First Token
Sales

5%

Founder Directors Holding
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6-3｜Capital Allocation from First Token Sales
It represents percentage for 100% of funding capital from First Token Sales

40 %

Foundation Contribution

15 %

DAR Development (R&D)

15 %

Reserved Capital

12 %

Marketing Expenses

10 %

Operation Expenses

8%

Outsourcing Expenses

Outsourcing Expenses
Operation Expenses

10 %

Marketing Expenses

12 %

Foundation Contribution

8%
Capital Allocation
from First
Token Sales

40 %

15 %
Reserved Capital

15 %

DAR Development
(R&D)

※ Above foundation will be established as a general incorporated association, to support stable circulation
of DAR Token (DART) and contribute the development (R&D) of implemented function for DART’s Chain.
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6-4｜ Second Token Sales
It represents percentage for 100% of Total Token Issuance

25 %

First IEO

15 %

Second Token Sales / Investor Holding

5%

DART’s Corporation (Vault - Initial Holding)

5%

Marketing Promotion Allocation (Airdrop)

50 %

No Issued

First IEO

25 %

No Issued

Second Token Sales /
Investor Holding

50 %
Second Token
Sales

15 %
5% 5%

DART’s CORPORATION
(Vault - Initial Holding)

Marketing Promotion Allocation (Airdrop)
※ After completion of 2nd token sales, DAR (DART) liquidity will transit to free market system. At transition
to a free market, 60,000,000,000 token (50% of Total Token Issuance) will be issued.
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6-5｜ Airdrop after Completion of Token Sales
It represents percentage for 100% of Total Token Issuance
After the transition to free market
system (after all the token sales make it

Airdrop

complete), an additional 1,000,000

First Token Sales

tokens are issued (as airdrops) every
single hour, over next 60,000 hours
(approximately 6 years and 11 months).

25 %

When airdrop plan is made complete,

50 %

final total number of 120,000,000,000
tokens are issued, and no new token is

Airdrop after
Completion of
Token Sales

issued.

25 %

In the midst of the airdrop, it may be
difficult for users to handle DAR due to
extreme increment of digits, , then it is

Second Token Sales

made for denomination within the
range of decimal digits.

Airdrop Total DAR 60,000,000,000 Tokens

Airdrop schedule
（%）
100%
80%

Airdrop

60%
40%

First Token Sales

20%

Second Token Sales

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Approximately
（年）
6.85
6. 85（Yea r）
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7-1｜ Roadmap
2021

2022

Sept 28

Ecosystem

DAR Token (Digital Asset Rights
Token) issued

October

Business

DART’s Corporation established

February

Promotion

May

Promotion

June

Business

June

Project

June

Business

Aug

Promotion

Marui Modi
“DART’s Verse” opened

3Q

Ecosystem

DART’s Chain to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

4Q

Ecosystem

Owned Media
“DART’s Media” released
YouTube Channel
”NFT TIMES” released
D-consulting Corporation established
(100% subsidiary)
「Girls 3.0」
D-media Corporation established
(100% subsidiary)

DART’s Wallet βVersion
to release
DAR Token IEO
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2022

2023

2024

4Q

Ecosystem

DART’s Vault to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

Ethereum ⇔ DART’s Chain
Bridge to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Authoring to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Project to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Market to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Affiliate to launch

4Q

Ecosystem

Nth-dimensioned Profit-sharing
System to launch

1Q

Business

1Q

Ecosystem

DAR Token market to release

1Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Games to launch

2Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Promotions to launch

3Q

Ecosystem

NFT-Stocks to launch

4Q

Project

DART’s NFT Platform
White label to launch

Ecosystem

D-Lab Corporation to be established

DART’s Metaverse to launch
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08 ｜Company Profile
8-1｜ Company Overview
Company
Name
Address

Foundation
Date
Paid-in
Capital

DART’s Corporation

1-25-2 Higashi, Shibuya-Ward, Tokyo 150-0011 JAPAN

Founded on October 20, 2021

120,000,000 Japanese Yen (Including Capital-Reserve)

(1) Business related to planning, development, operation,
provision etc., regarding internet and communication
networks/blockchains, various services of electronic
technology such as technology and encryption technology

Business

(2) Business related to acquisition, sale, distribution, and
operational management of licensing, intellectual property
rights such as copyrights, design rights, and trademarks
(3) Business related to sales, management, planning,
development, production, operation of various digital contents
(4) Consulting services related to each of the preceding items
(5) Any business incidental or related to each of the preceding
items

D-consulting Corporation (100% subsidiary)
Affiliated
Companies

NFT Consulting business etc.
D-media Corporation (100% subsidiary)
NFT Media business etc.
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8-2｜CEO Profile
Yasunori Sugii｜CEO
Since the dawn of the Internet, Mr. Sugii has been involved in a wide
range of businesses in the web and IT fields, and as a producer at
companies Mr. Sugii worked for, including the Sony Group and NTT
Group, Mr. Sugii has been involved in the planning and development of
distribution platforms for internet media and digital content. As an
achievement in a field closely related to this DART's project, it is worth
noting that for more than 20 years, Mr. Sugii has been working on
research and development of the "3D Virtual Society", which can be said
to be the run of the Metaverse, which is popular these days. In addition,
Mr. Sugii has one of the leading achievements in blockchain-related
demonstrations in Japan, and in addition to serving as a director of
industry groups in the same field, Mr. Sugii has also worked in various
ministries such as the Cabinet Office and the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry, Bank of Japan, and Japanese Bankers Association. At DART's,
Mr. Sugii leads the design and construction of the NFT ecosystem as CEO
and Technical Officer.

Industry Association Director
Blockchain Collaborative Consortium (BCCC)
Japan Blockchain Association (JBA)

Expert Committee & Activity History
Cabinet Office Michibiki Utilization Demonstration Experts Committee Member
Cabinet Office Blockchain Review Committee Member
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry System Evaluation Axis Development Review Committee Member
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry Utilization of Blockchain Technology in Content Business Member
Patent Office Patent Application Technology Trend Survey (Blockchain Related) Member
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Food Traceability Platform Study Group Member
Fisheries Agency Smart Fisheries Study Group Distribution Processing WT Member
Bank of Japan Fintech Forum Member
Japanese Bankers Association Blockchain Study Forum Member

Writing & Contribution
“The Easiest Blockchain Textbook” Impress
“Impact of Blockchain” (Chapter 4)
“Introduction to Blockchain & Bitcoin” (Contribution)
“Japanese Salaries and Job Encyclopedia” (Contribution: Blockchain Engineer)
Others, Newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, etc. Many media publication results
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8-3｜Management Profile
Riku Onuma ｜COO

c

Founded an advertising agency in 2013, and has been in charge of
growth strategy planning and digital marketing for new businesses for
over 100 companies. In 2018, Mr. Onuma founded a blockchain
consulting company and was in charge of seminar activities and
enlightenment activities/client strategy design both in Japan and
overseas, and provided comprehensive support for many projects,
from listing to market development after listing. At DART's, Mr. Onuma
is in charge of system development, overall branding, and strategy
design, making the most of his knowledge.

Takeshi Matumura｜CFO
Mr. Matsumura graduated from Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1985,
Mr. Matsumura finished graduate school in 1987. Mr. Matsumura later
obtained a doctorate in engineering. Mr. Matsumura majored in
materials engineering at university and Mr. Matsumura was a pioneer
in consulting that bridges the patents and products of listed
companies and the market. Mr. Matsumura has served as president of
the Junior Chamber International and vice president of a UNaccredited organization. Mr. Matsumura has a track record of
consulting for more than 100 companies so far, and Mr. Matsumura
currently serves as a director for more than 10 companies. Entered
the IT field in 1998, accumulating experience especially in the FinTech
field. Since 2018, he has successfully launched many startups in the
blockchain platform field. At DART's, Mr. Matsumura is in charge of
financing, accounting,legal work and IR work.

Takashi Musaka｜CMO
Mr. Musaka graduated from Chuo University. Mr. Musaka started
investing in stocks/FX when he was in high school. As an investor and
analyst, Mr. Musaka has led open innovation in small and mediumsized enterprises, and Mr. Musaka has been involved in creating
synergies between multiple companies over the past 10 years. In
recent years, Mr. Musaka participated in the establishment of VAAK Co.,
Ltd., which mainly conducts behavior analysis business using AI.
Adopted as the first investment destination of Softbank's AI fund
"Deep Core". In 2018, Mr. Musaka established 4B Enterprise Co., Ltd.
to open up new areas in the entertainment industry. After building
Japan's first cross-border live distribution platform on WeChat, Mr.
Musaka is currently working on cross-border EC business for China. At
DART's, Mr. Musaka takes on the role of CMO, leveraging his
knowledge of cross-border marketing.

DART’s HP
https://darts.ne.jp/

DART’s MEDIA
https://darts-nft.com/column/

NFT TIMES
https://www.youtube.com/channel

